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CUPP meets every Thursday from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. in Ames 214. 	
 
1. At its Oct. 12 meeting, CUPP followed its regular tenure-line recommendation 

procedures and voted regarding which two of the seven “thawed” tenure lines should 
move forward. No further lines will be thawed; the remaining five searches that CUPP 
recommended and the administration authorized in the Spring of 2017 are now 
canceled. The usual cycle of tenure-line approval will begin anew in January 2018 as 
specified in the Handbook, with the understanding that the funding for approving new 
tenure lines will be extremely tight. Final recommendations and approvals of those 
lines will also likely be pushed somewhat later than usual in order to incorporate the 
most up-to-date information about the size of the incoming Class of 2022. 

 
2. At the Nov. 2 meeting, CUPP and the Academic Affairs administrators began what 

will be a series of conversations about the likelihood (bordering on certainty) that the 
University will have to implement some permanent budget cuts for upcoming years, 
some of which will have effects on Academic Affairs and the academic programs 
offered therein. Relatedly, CUPP has been discussing the Handbook language 
concerning program discontinuance in an attempt to determine whether its procedures 
apply in cases where discontinuance does not involve termination of appointments.    

 
3. Also at the Nov. 2 meeting, CUPP began discussions with the Academic Affairs 

administrators about revising the timeline by which visiting position allocations are 
made. One proposed revision would split the decisions across three points in the 
semester as budget and scheduling data become increasingly clear, with the most 
desperately needed positions being approved first. Conversations on this topic will 
continue. 

 
4. CUPP is bringing forward a motion today to amend the section of the Faculty 

Handbook concerning the way in which unanimity is sought in departments who wish 
to invoke extraordinary circumstances and forgo a national search. The proposal and 
its rationale are attached to this report.  

 
Respectfully submitted,	
 
 
Mark Criley  
CUPP Chair	



Proposed changes  to Faculty Handbook IV.B.4. “Conduct of Searches” 
Approved  by CUPP  on October  24, 2017 
For the 06 November  2017 Faculty  Meeting 
 
This  proposed  revision  concerns  the conditions  under  which  extraordinary  circumstances  might 
permit an  academic  unit to  forgo  a national search  to  fill a tenure-line  position  with a specific 
candidate.  
 
Current Language 
 
Suspension of  a national search  cannot occur  without unanimous  recommendation  by members 
of  the Department  and  approval by the Provost.  
 
Proposed  Revision  (additional/changed  text  highlighted) 
 
Suspension of  a national search  cannot occur  without unanimous  recommendation  by tenure-line 
members  of  the academic  unit (registered  through  confidential  communication  between  each 
individual member  and  the Provost) and  approval by the Provost.  
 
 
Rationale for Revisions 
 

● Search  decisions  are typically  the purview  of  the tenure-line  members  of  an  academic 
unit. 

● Not every  academic  unit is  a “Department.” 
● The requirement  of  unanimity  potentially  puts  a great deal of  pressure on an  individual 

member  who favors  a national search  but fears  repercussions  for  exercising  their  “veto.” 
This  is  especially  salient when  the voting  member  is  untenured  or  the candidate  has 
personal connections  within  the academic  unit.  

  

https://www.iwu.edu/provost/faculty-handbook.pdf#page=103

